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ANNOUNCEMENT!

First short writing assignment is up! Due on paper 
in section this week



FOUNDATIONS OF THE PRESS

Communication is essential to democracy as it is 
understood in this country

The press has had a special place in American society 
since (before) the founding

What do we mean by ‘the press’? Today, journalism 
and the industries of ‘the news’

For Founders, included all printed material: books, 
scientific writing, “news” 



TODAY: 
INFORMATION IN 
THE AMERICAN 
THEORY OF 
DEMOCRACY



DEMOCRACY

Democracy is:

• demos = people (“demographics”)
• -archy/-racy = rule (“monarchy,” “aristocracy”)



THE FRAMERS’ CHALLENGE

Framers were proposing a society in which power 
was based not in arbitrarily derived authority 
(i.e., the divine right of kings), but the division of 
powers that must subject itself to popular reason.

This was going to make great demands on citizens



SORTING TRUTH FROM FALSEHOOD

Thomas Jefferson, letter to John Tyler, 1804:

“No experiment can be more interesting than that we 
are now trying, and which we trust will end in 
establishing the fact, that man may be governed by 
reason and truth.”



FROM SUBJECT TO CITIZEN

SUBJECT
Little input into decision-
making

‘Best’ quality is loyalty

Deferential to authorities

Little need for 
information

No need for opinion 
formation

CITIZEN

(Some) input into 
decision-making

Independent thinking

Need for information

Need for opinion 
formation



DEMOCRACY’S PROBLEM

How able are ‘the people’ to engage with serious 
political issues?

Most are not experts; many not educated

Unlike founders, they work, so don’t have time to read 
Aristotle, Locke, Hobbes, Montesquieu, Rousseau

Or devote much time to being ‘informed’

They may not care/see depth of issues

They may be extremely self-interested



DOES DEMOCRACY ASK TOO MUCH OF 
CITIZENS?

Framers’ vision of how a 
democratic society could work 
was closely aligned with a 
faith in information’s potential



MEN OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT

Believed in the power of the printed word, 
the possibility of gaining knowledge and 
virtue from reading, the possibility that 
individuals could find the truth through 
reading, observation, reasoning



“Every man has in politics as well as religion a right 
to think and speak and act for himself… but how 
can I judge, how can any man judge, unless his 
mind has been opened and enlarged by reading? A 
man who can read will… enlarge his range of 
thought and enable him the better to judge who 
has and who has not that integrity of heart and that 
compass of knowledge and understanding which 
form the statesman.”

- John Adams, 1761



“Freedom of the press” is about “the advancement 
of truth, science, morality, and arts in general, as 
well as the diffusion of liberal sentiments on the 
administration of Government, its ready 
communication of thoughts between subjects, 
and its consequential promotion of union among 
them, whereby oppressive officers are shamed or 
intimidated into more honorable and just modes of 
conducting affairs.”

- Continental Congress, 1774



SORTING TRUTH FROM FALSEHOOD

Thomas Jefferson, letter to John Tyler, 1804:

“No experiment can be more interesting than that we 
are now trying, and which we trust will end in 
establishing the fact, that man may be governed by 
reason and truth. Our first object should therefore be, 
to leave open to him all the avenues to truth. The 
most effectual hitherto found, is the freedom of the 
press.”



SO FOR THE FOUNDERS, A 
DEMOCRATIC INFORMATION SYSTEM 
MUST:

(1) Improve the virtues and capacities of citizens

(2) Inform voters’ evaluation of potential political 
leaders

(3)Promote understanding and solidarity between 
citizens

(4)Hold leaders accountable



THE HYBRID MODEL OF CITIZENSHIP

What was created was a system that accommodated 
a hybrid, conflicted vision of citizenship

On the one hand, it was more democratic than 
anything in Europe

On the other, in important ways the people’s power 
was still circumscribed



HYBRID CITIZENSHIP MODEL (CONT’D)

DEMOCRATIC

Elections!
• (of Representatives)

Free press

Freedom of assembly

Other liberties

RESTRICTIONS

Gender

Age

Race 

Property ownership

Electoral college

Senators



BUT STILL, FRAMERS WERE 
CONCERNED TO FOSTER:

(1) Citizens of virtue and capacity

(2) The circulation of information to improve 
citizens and inform them



TWO SOLUTIONS TO THIS CHALLENGE

1) Education

• Principal purpose of education
• Can teach fundamentals 

(rules of the game, philosophies)

• Can teach something about players and issues, but limited 
because of changes over time

2) The press

• Unrivaled protections of the press in 1st Amendment



WHAT ARE THE CITIZEN’S TASKS?

The ability to be a citizen requires competency in what 
is happening in the community

So that they can act when necessary

The citizen must be informed
And must possess a civic virtue that includes awareness 
of/commitment to a common good



PROVIDING INFORMATION TO 
AMERICAN CITIZENS

What must a press do? Schudson:

1. Inform citizens
2. Investigate
3. Analyze
4. Empathize
5. Public forum
6. Mobilize
7. (Promote liberal democracy)



1. INFORMING CITIZENS

Of what?

1. Policies being proposed 

2. Power: the players involved

3. Ideology: philosophies behind the policies

4. Implications for self-interests



2. INVESTIGATING & WATCHDOGGING

Holding officials accountable, and informing the 
public of how they are using the faith the public has 
placed in them



3. ANALYSIS

Adding context to the news, to enable the public to 
better understand their world

Sort truth from falsehood

Both through additional research (e.g., how typical 
is this case?)

And explanatory journalism (e.g., why do things 
work this way?)



4. BUILDING EMPATHY

Making us aware of one another; making us ‘see’ 
one another and ‘recognize one another and our 
struggles

Also building connection between “private 
troubles” and “public issues”; building the very 
conception of the public



5. PUBLIC FORUM

In a mass society, how is a conversation possible?

Provide a space in which competing visions or 
accounts can come into competition and be 
observed and evaluated by citizens; a public sphere

The press can also inform officials about one 
another, and about what is needed in their 
communities (“informing representation”)



6. MOBILIZATION

Spur citizens to civic 
engagement

Convince them of the scope of a 
problem and the available 
solutions

Show citizens what others are 
doing and how they can be 
involved
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SEE YOU 
WEDNESDAY


